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Abstract: Terrestrial gamma ray flashes (TGF) are intense and prompt bursts of X- and gamma-rays
of up to 100 MeV of energy. Typically associated with thunderstorm activity, TGFs are produced
by bremsstrahlung effects of electrons accelerated in strong electric fields generated by lightning.
TGFs can be effectively targeted by gamma detectors with enhanced time stamping capabilities
onboard of satellites operating at near-Earth low obits (LEO). Light-1 is a miniature satellite, a 3U
CubeSat designed to detect, monitor and study terrestrial gamma ray flashes in low Earth orbit. The
two payload detectors are composed of a photomultiplier tube and silicon photomultipliers. The
two detectors are mounted at two ends of the CubeSat and the proposed orientation of the CubeSat
will ensure maximum TGF detection probability. To allow an increased frequency of data downlink,
Khalifa University has collaborated with NanoAvionics Corp, and hence Light-1 has access to three
ground stations situated across the map, Abu Dhabi in United Arab Emirates, Vilnius in Lithuania,
and Aalborg in Denmark. The satellite expected to launch in late-2021 is currently in its assembly
and integration phase. This paper describes mission, concept, objectives, success criteria, design,
analysis, status, and the future plans of Light-1 satellite.

Keywords: CubeSats; 3U CubeSats; mission analysis; mission design; mission concept; finite element
analysis

1. Introduction

Light-1 is a 3U CubeSat mission proposed to study terrestrial gamma ray flashes by
developing and building two payload detectors, using a combination of two different
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photo sensor technologies and scintillating crystals. These detectors are composed of a
photomultiplier tube and silicon photomultipliers, coupled to cerium bromide [1,2] and
lanthanum bromochloride crystals. Apart from training students on the design, integration,
and testing process of CubeSats, the scientific objective of the mission is to evaluate the
performance of this new miniature terrestrial gamma ray detector system in the space
environment. The data acquired from the Light-1 mission will be compared with ground-
based observations, climatic maps of lightning and thunderstorms, and existing data from
operating gamma ray satellites to study sources of high energy gamma rays. In addition,
bursts will be correlated with lightning activity measured by the World Wide Lightning
Location Network.

This student-led project is a collaboration between students at Khalifa University in
Abu Dhabi and New York University in Abu Dhabi, supported by university students
from Bahrain and funded by the UAE Space Agency. While the payload detectors are fully
designed, developed, and tested by the students, the majority of the bus components of the
satellite are provided by our industry partners, NanoAvionics. Light-1 is expected to be
ready for launch by the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) at the end of 2021.

This novel work study outlines the complete mission design and analysis of a unique
3U CubeSat, Light-1. The analyses conducted include a detailed finite element model for
the 3U CubeSat structural analysis. The study also includes a detailed description of the
mission concept, mission success criteria, bus subsystem hardware and functions, and
analysis and testing plans of the Light-1 CubeSat. An overview of the mission concept
and orbital analysis are also presented. Section 3 outlines the different subsystems, their
hardware, and functions, along with a system level diagram. All design analyses and
budgets such as the mass, power, data, and link budget, along with the ballistic number,
finite element and thermal analysis are also presented.

2. Mission Concept

This section provides an overview of the mission, namely the mission objectives,
mission success criteria, a detailed description of the concept of operations, and the mission
orbital analysis of Light-1.

2.1. Mission Objectives

Light-1 is a mission with educational and scientific objectives listed below:

• Evaluate the performance of a new miniature terrestrial gamma ray flash detector
system in the space environment;

• Provide students educational experience with designing, integrating and testing
CubeSats;

• Provide students educational experience with designing space grade electronics and
electrical systems.

2.2. Mission Success Criteria

To evaluate the success and performance of the Light-1 mission, the following evalua-
tion criteria has been compiled:

2.2.1. Minimum

# Deploy CubeSat successfully in orbit;
# Establish communication with the CubeSat;
# Receive telemetry data for 1 month;
# Receive payload data for 1 month.

2.2.2. Sufficient

# Receive telemetry data for 3 months;
# Receive payload data for 3 months.
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2.2.3. Desirable

# Receive telemetry data for 6 months;
# Receive payload data for 6 months.

2.3. Mission Concept of Operations

This section presents a detailed concept of operation (ConOps) during the mission
operation of Light-1. The satellite operates in three main modes, which are initial, normal,
and safe mode. As illustrated in Figure 1, before the CubeSat ejection from the PPOD,
all components will be switched off. After the ejection, Light-1, by default, it will enter
initial mode, in which it will perform a health check of all the components. In case of
any abnormal activity in any of the components during the initial mode, Light-1 will
automatically switch to safe mode, otherwise, initial mode operations will be conducted
sequentially. After executing initial mode successfully, normal mode will be activated
through a command from the ground station. In normal mode, all regular operations such
as payload data collection, attitude pointing, payload data transmission, and housekeeping
data transmission will begin. If any negative feedback occurs during the normal operation,
Light-1 will switch to safe mode automatically. If any abnormalities are visible in the
received telemetry data, Light-1 will be switched to safe mode after receiving a command
from the ground station. While in safe mode, depending on the present fault, a unique
failure detection isolation recovery (FDIR) plan will be executed. The transition from safe
mode to normal mode can be either through an automated process or a command from the
ground station.
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2.3.1. Initial Mode

After the first power up, Light-1 operation will begin from initial mode. It is essential
as it has a safety period of 45 min after ejection without performing any operation to
ensure that it is away from the deployer. This mode’s sole responsibility is to probe the
system’s health and ensure all components coincide and are working correctly. Thus, the
attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS) will operate in case of a needed
de-tumbling operation. After the initial 45 min safety period, if the Light-1′s electrical
power subsystem (EPS) power is above the 50% threshold, the UHF antenna deployment
process will commence. The antenna deployment is a critical process since the transmitted
beacons will include all the information related to the CubeSat’s state. In order to mitigate
the risk of an unsuccessful antenna deployment, the satellite requires the angular velocity
rate to be within 20 deg/s. If the required rate is not achieved, the detumbling process
will automatically start. After the antenna deployment is successful, Light-1 will begin the
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beacon transmission process with an interval of 30 s, and then continue with the solar panel
deployment process. Once again, the solar panel deployment is conditional to a specific
limit of angular velocity. After deploying the antenna and solar panels, Light-1 will enter
the detumbling mode if the angular velocity is higher than 5 deg/s in each axis. After the
detumbling process is completed, Light-1 will wait for a command from the ground station
to switch into normal mode and begin its operations.

2.3.2. Normal Mode

In this state, the normal operation of the mission starts, and a beacon is transmitted
periodically. While most of the subsystems will be powered ON continuously, certain
will have conditions. During normal mode, different processes run simultaneously, this
includes the beacon transmission, the ADCS, and the health check process. The latter is
essential to keep monitoring the health of the CubeSat and acts accordingly in case of an
abnormal telemetry reading. Negative feedback from the health check process can be due
to low power, component’s high/low temperature, failure of task execution within a time
limit, high angular velocity, and any other sensor reading that can present abnormalities.
This negative feedback will lead to switching Light-1 from normal mode to safe mode.
The payload operation requires data from the Sun-horizon, in which the detectors must
point toward the Earth’s horizon to collect the specific data required. Hence, the ADCS
subsystem will operate and will be responsible to always achieve this pointing requisite.
When the CubeSat is within range of the ground station, the ADCS will change into target
pointing toward the ground station as this has higher priority. Target pointing is required
to achieve line-of-sight communication with the ground station to start downloading
data using S−band. Thus, the S−band transceiver will be conditionally powered ON
when payload data downlink is needed. Light-1 will receive commands and transmit
housekeeping data during the ground station access time using a UHF transceiver.

2.3.3. Safe Mode

Safe mode is used to identify and correspond to any emergency that can occur during
the CubeSat’s lifetime. This mode is triggered automatically by the on-board computer
software as a result of negative feedback from any subsystem. It can also be initiated
after receiving a command from the ground station, which enforces a special FDIR plan.
When this mode is triggered, it requests to power OFF most of the components except
the critical ones, such as the OBC, the EPS, and the UHF transceiver. During this state,
the UHF transceiver will only be receiving and accepting commands and transmitting the
beacon. If the battery power level drops below the desired limit of 50%, a full Sun-tracking
mode is activated in which Light-1’s ADCS will entirely point the solar panels toward the
Sun to maximize energy production. Moreover, in case of a high angular velocity rate, the
de-tumbling process will be executed until it reaches the safety limit. If all the problems are
resolved, Light-1 will switch back to normal mode automatically. Otherwise, Light-1 will
wait for a command from the ground station to switch to normal mode. Ground station
operators may resolve the problem manually through a command from the ground station.

2.4. Mission Analysis

Light-1 lifetime mission requirement is a six-month operation. Since the payload
requires a low altitude as an area of interest for scientific purposes, Light-1 will be deployed
from the International Space Station (ISS) at an altitude of 400 km and an inclination angle
of 51.6◦. Lifetime and access time analysis were conducted using the System Tool Kit (STK)
to ensure Light-1 fulfils the mission requirements. The process is outlined below, along
with the results:

2.4.1. Lifetime Analysis

The lifetime of a spacecraft is the main aspect that is focused on in the mission planning
step. Many factors affect the lifetime of a CubeSat, such as solar flux, atmospheric drag,
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Earth gravity, orbit configuration, satellite mass, and drag area. The solar radiation pressure
caused by solar flux is insignificant in the low Earth orbit (LEO) compared to the other
factors. To ensure Light-1 meets the mission lifetime requirement of 6 months, all the
parameters were evaluated as if in the worst case. In the unpredictable space environment,
the attitude is the only controllable variable that affects the drag area directly. Thus,
different drag areas were considered based on the CubeSat orientation, assuming vertical
orientation with deployed solar panels (0.09 m2), undeployed solar panels in vertical
orientation (0.03 m2), and a horizontal orientation with undeployed solar panels (0.01 m2).
For the worst-case drag area, 0.09 m2 was used with the worst space environment condition
parameters, such as the highest solar flux activity and high coefficient of drag. CubeSats
usually have a drag coefficient between 2 and 2.2. In this simulation, 2.2 was used as
the worst case. Implementing this simulation in STK with three different drag areas as
mentioned yields a mission lifetime of 191 days, 1.3 years, and 2.2 years, separately. This
is to emphasize that while an active drag area of 0.09 m2 achieves the mission lifetime
requirement, the required orientation of Light-1 is horizontal, hence an active drag area of
0.01 m2 and a resultant lifetime of 2.2 years.

2.4.2. Access Time Analysis

As part of mission planning, access time is crucial for satellite missions. Many analyz-
ers rely on the access time analysis, such as the data budget calculations, power budget
calculations, and attitude determination, which is mandatory in planning the concept of
operation of the mission. Light-1 can communicate with three ground stations: Abu Dhabi
in United Arab Emirates, Vilnius in Lithuania, and Aalborg in Denmark. The three ground
stations are used for S−band downlinking, while UHF transmission uses the ground
station in Abu Dhabi. Thus, access time simulations were conducted for three ground
stations. The access time is calculated per day to validate that daily generated payload
data can be downloaded in the worst and average case. The ground stations in Vilnius and
Aalborg are situated close to each other. Therefore, due to the high speed of the CubeSat,
an overlap in the access time between the two ground stations will occur, which can be
seen in Figure 2. As a result, in case of an overlap, the access time of Vilnius ground station
will be considered. The result shows that using the three ground stations, the average
access time per day is 37.14 min/day, a minimum of 22.3 min/day, and a maximum of
64.73 min/day.
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3. Platform Subsystem Design

This section gives an overview of all the bus subsystems, highlighting the hardware
components and functions of each. Since the payload detectors will require a volume of
approximately 2U, a 3U size was apt for the Light-1 mission, with the bus components
occupying approximately 1.3 U of the CubeSat. A 3U configuration is a stack of three 1U
CubeSats with dimensions of 100 × 100 × 340 mm. While the payload detectors are fully
designed, developed, and tested by the students, the majority of the bus components of the
satellite were purchased off-the-shelf from the vendor, NanoAvionics, each of which has
flight heritage and hence is space qualified. A detailed assembly is included in Section 3.1.
The Light-1 bus, similar to any other CubeSat bus, consists of mechanical, power, command
and data handling, attitude determination, and control and communication subsystem—
each of which have been described in thorough detail in Sections 3.1–3.5. The overall
system-level block diagram of Light-1 is shown in Figure 3, while a detailed pin-level
diagram has been included as Figure 4.
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3.1. Mechanical Subsystem

An off-the-shelf 3U CubeSat frame composed of space-grade aluminum alloy was
used for the structure of Light-1. The components of the Light-1 CubeSat can be seen in
Figure 5 while the corresponding parts have been compiled in Table 1.
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Table 1. Light-1 components.

No. Component

1 CubeSat structure

2 Payload controller

3 Electric power system

4 Onboard computer

5 Solar panel Z+ PCB (GPS)

6 Solar panel Z− PCB (S-band)

7 Deployable solar panel

8 GPS patch antenna

9 S-band patch antenna

10 Sun sensor
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Table 1. Cont.

No. Component

11 Reaction wheels 4W set

12 S band transceiver

13 GPS receiver

14 RF splitter

15 3- axes magnetorquers

16 PMT detector (payload)

17 SiPM detector (payload)

All the components in Light-1 are connected to the mechanical structure via steel rods,
while both payloads rest on brackets to support their weight. There are two solar panels
on the +X and −X faces and one solar panel on the +Y face, which are connected to the
structure with screws. Two deployable solar panels are connected with hinges. The UHF
antenna and the deployable solar panels are connected to the EPS subsystem by a burn
wire. Upon deployment, power will be delivered to the wire. Consequently, the wire will
heat up and eventually cut, releasing the stowed antennas and solar panels. Each antenna
is mounted on a spring-loaded hinge with 7075 grade aluminum housing. A 3 cm burn
wire is then used to tie up the antenna rods. Light-1 power connection has two levels,
3.5 V and 5 V in which each component requires a different level. The OBC, UHF antenna,
payload controller, GPS receiver, fine Sun sensors and both payloads require 3.5 V, while
the magnetorquers and reaction wheels require 5 V. The S-band transceiver has a Vbat
power connection because it requires 8.3 V.

3.2. Power Subsystem

The electrical power subsystem (EPS) of the CubeSat generates power from high-
efficiency solar cells that harvest solar energy and convert it into electricity. The excess
energy is stored in a rechargeable battery, which is utilized when there is no access to
solar power. In most cases, the CubeSats uses the stored energy during eclipses to operate.
In addition, the EPS manages the electrical energy by utilizing converters to distribute
the power to all subsystems, including the payload. To ensure that the CubeSat operates
throughout its mission time, the EPS is designed precisely to meet the power requirements
of each component. The Light-1 EPS subsystem consists of three main components: the
solar cells, the EPS board, and the battery pack.

The solar panels contain a triple junction of GaInP/GaInAs/Ge. The solar cells in
the solar panels have a maximum power of 1.05 W with an efficiency of 29.5%. The EPS
board is responsible for managing and distributing the electrical power. It consists of
several electronic circuits that regulate and control voltages to meet the voltage demand
of all the subsystems. One of the main features of the EPS board is that it can track the
maximum power point (MPPT). The Light-1 EPS board also contains protective features
such as overcurrent and overvoltage protection for various components of the board. The
EPS includes a distribution unit that employs converters to step down/up the voltage
according to the subsystems/load operating voltages. The lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery is
used for storing excess power that is used when solar power is unavailable. Light-1 has
four Li-ion battery cells with each cell voltage of 3.6 V and 3200 mAh capacity. Light-1
is a 3U CubeSat with two deployable solar panels. The deployable solar panels help in
increasing the power generated during sunlight. Light-1 has 22 solar cells distributed
across five solar panels of which two are deployable. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the
solar cells in each panel.
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3.3. Command and Data Handling Subsystem

The on-board computer (OBC) acts as the brain of the satellite, which allows control-
ling of the operation and data handling of all the subsystems by managing the different
subsystem modules. It also synchronizes the CubeSat clock with the ground station. The
OBC collects system data such as temperature, voltage, current, and other sensor readings.
While subsystem critical health data is transmitted in beacon packets, other data is stored
as housekeeping data, which is duly sent to the ground station through the communication
subsystem. The OBC processor executes all commands received from the ground station.
Scheduling between different tasks is managed through the OBC software, which operates
by a real-time operating system. Moreover, all modes of operation are implemented in
the OBC software. The command list used by the ground station operator relies on the
subsystem’s command requirements. Thus, each mission has a different command list in
which each command has a unique code structure defined by the software developer.

In this mission, the OBC has an integrated ADCS sensor and is compatible with ADCS
actuators. As the Light-1, OBC implements the ADCS algorithms on-board, the OBC
takes the ADCS sensor readings, processes them, and operates the actuators accordingly.
Although the Light-1 OBC is not responsible for storing payload data on-board, a priori-
tization plan is implemented onboard for payload data transmission. The OBC software
also accounts for different levels of authentication. It provides different privileges based
on the user type level, i.e., user, superuser and manufacturer. A user can perform normal
operations such as downloading satellite data. A superuser can configure certain parame-
ters in addition to normal operations. However, certain parameters are restricted to the
manufacturer, such as the parameters related to the control and determination algorithms.

The NanoAvionics SatBus3C2 was chosen according to the detailed system require-
ments satisfactory evaluation. This OBC board has an integrated UHF module and ADCS
sensors, magnetometers, and gyroscopes with a low power consumption of 0.287 W. Its
processing unit implements the flight controller software as well as the ADCS algorithm
onboard. It is an ARM 32-bit with 400 MHz processing speed. In addition, it supports
different data buses such as I2C, CAN, UART, and SPI. The CAN bus is mandatory for
payload interfacing with the OBC, due to its higher transmission speed compared to the
I2C bus. Thus, the CAN bus is used to connect the OBC with the communication system
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and the payload. Moreover, it supports an SD card for storage, allowing 64 GB on board
for storing housekeeping data.

3.4. Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem

The attitude determination and control subsystem (ADCS) stabilizes the satellite
and holds it in place, thus fulfilling the mission and payload requirements. This system
consists of two parts: the determination and the control part. The former acknowledges the
position and the velocity vectors of the satellite and points the orientation of the satellite
faces, while the latter directs the satellite to a certain location by maintaining pointing or
reducing spin rate. Sensors collect and measure different variables and transfer them to
the microcontroller unit (MCU). In the MCU, libraries of environmental models, attitude
determination algorithms, and control algorithms prepared by NanoAvionics will fuse
the readings to attain position and velocity vectors. The control algorithms then send
a command for a certain pointing requirement to the components, which will spin the
satellite to the target point until it achieves the pointing accuracy. A breakdown of the
Light-1 ADCS can be seen in Figure 7.
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The Light-1 ADCS determination system consists of three three-axis gyro sensors,
six fine Sun sensors, three three-axis magnetometers, and a GPS. The gyro sensors are
provided by NanoAvionics and embedded on the OBC board. These gyro sensors measure
the angular velocity for attitude determination during an eclipse. The accuracy of the gyros
is increased by averaging three gyros readings. The cross-axis sensitivity of these gyros
is 1 deg/s. The fine Sun sensors are located on each side of the satellite to measure the
Sun vector for attitude determination and partial Sun tracking mode. The magnetometer,
embedded on the OBC board, measures the magnetic field of Earth for attitude determi-
nation. The GPS has two main components: the GPS receiver and the GPS patch antenna,
which consists of the patch antenna and the low noise amplifier. The GPS receiver placed
on the OBC board synchronizes payload data and time to predict when an event occurs.
The timing accuracy of this receiver is 10 ns. The GPS patch antenna is located on the +Z
axis face of the satellite.

The Light-1 ADCS control system consists of four reaction wheels and three magnetor-
quers. The reaction wheels stabilize the CubeSat and perform fine attitude pointing, while
the magnetorquers are responsible for high spinning control situations and the desaturation
of the reaction wheels. The magnetorquers are the only controllers used in the detumbling
mode after ejection.
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3.5. Communication Subsystem

The communication subsystem’s role is to transmit and receive telemetry, mainly
payload and housekeeping data between the ground station and the satellite. For the
uplink telecommands and downlink house-keeping data, the subsystem utilizes ultra
high frequency (UHF) for communication. The UHF Digital Radio has a sensitivity of
−118 dBm and uses a frequency between 430–440 MHz. It operates at 2400 bps with GFSK2
modulation technique. The UHF transceiver is coupled with a UHF dipole antenna that
has a gain of 2 dBi. Both UHF transceiver and antenna have an operating temperature
between−40 and +85 ◦C. Moreover, for downlink of payload data, the subsystem utilizes S-
band for communication. The S-band transceiver has a sensitivity of −110 dBm and uses a
frequency of 2035.5 MHz for uplink and 2208.2 MHz for downlink. It has a transmission rate
of 1.28 Mb/s for uplink and 5.12 Mb/s for downlink using GMSK modulation technique.
Additionally, the S-band is coupled with a directional antenna, and a S-band patch antenna
which has a gain of 6 dBi. The communication subsystem also acts as a messenger between
the OBC and the ground station. In the case of uplink telemetry, the subsystem receives the
data from the ground station and passes it to the OBC, which translates it to commands.
While in the case of the downlink, the subsystem receives the information, housekeeping
data, or payload data from the OBC and sends it to the ground station.

4. Design Analysis
4.1. Ballistic Number

JAXA requires the satellite to have a maximum ballistic number of 120 kg/m2 [3].
As seen in the calculations below, a maximum mass of 5.225 kg, with a safety margin,
conforms to JAXA’s requirements. A detailed breakdown in Section 4.2 shows the Light-1
assembly weighs 5.040 kg and hence satisfies the requirements.

BN = M/(Cd × A) = 118.6 kg/m2, (1)

was used to calculate the ballistic number where
M: the mass of a satellite [kg];
Cd: coefficient of drag (=2) [*];
A: minimum average frontal area [m2].
A value of 2 was used for the coefficient of drag as it was specified by the satellite

launchers. An average of the horizontal (0.1 × 0.1 = 0.01 m2) and vertical
(0.1 × 0.3405 = 0.03405 m2) area was used to acquire the minimum average frontal area
(0.022 m2).

4.2. Mass Budget

The total mass of the Light-1 assembly is 5.040 kg, with an estimated 5% margin for
wiring and harnessing, a breakdown of which can be seen in Table 2.

4.3. Power Analysis

The design of the solar panel structure combines deployable solar panels since the
power consumption of Light-1 is considered relatively high for a 3U CubeSat. Yet, the
deployable solar panels do not provide sufficient power for the mission. Therefore, to
solve the power insufficiency, a new mode of operation, the Sun horizon pointing mode, is
implemented. In this mode, the CubeSat will be tilted off Nadir with an angle that varies
depending on the Sun vector. This mode increases the power generation of the solar panels
since the CubeSat changes its orientation to maximize the power generation. Figure 8
demonstrates the Sun horizon pointing mode. The blue line represents the payloads on the
+Z and −Z axis, while the yellow cone represents the Light-1 main solar cells (deployable)
on the +X face. In this mode, the payload is looking at the horizon continuously while
performing yaw and roll attitude maneuvers to point the main solar panels (+X) toward
the Sun.
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Table 2. Light-1 mass breakdown.

S. No Subsystem Component Mass (g)

1

Structure + Platform Bus

3U frame

634.35

2 deployable release mechanism holder

3 reaction wheel mount

4 EPS shield

5 GPS receiver mount

6 SiPM payload holder ring

7 payload controller

8 miscellaneous

9

Power Subsystem

EPS

683.1610 solar panels

11 Sun sensors

12 Command and Data Handling
Subsystem on-board computer 124.65

13 Attitude Determination and Control
Subsystem

reaction wheels
1057.414 magnetorquers

15

Communication Subsystem

GPS patch antenna

347.20

16 GPS receiver

17 S− band patch antenna

18 S− band receiver

19 RF splitter

20
Payload

PMT detector
2051.0

21 SiPM detector

Total mass (g) 4897.8

Total mass w/5% margin for wiring and harnessing (g) 5040.1
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The power generation of Light-1 was simulated using the Systems Tool Kit (STK) by
mimicking the attitude of Light-1 in the Sun horizon pointing. The objective of the power
generation simulation in STK was to calculate the expected power generation when Light-1
is in its orbit, with its intended pointing mode and the capacity of its solar arrays. To
simulate the power generation for the sun horizon pointing mode, which is a non-typical
pointing mode, the attitude of Light-1 was mimicked. The attitude type selected in STK
was ‘aligned and constrained’, which gives the freedom of aligning an axis of the satellite
with a specific object and constraining a second axis with another object. In Light-1′s sun
horizon pointing mode, the −Z axis was constrained by the Sun and the +Y axis was
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aligned with the Nadir axis. In addition, the power generation of Light-1 was simulated for
Nadir and full Sun tracking pointing modes. Since these two pointing modes are standard,
these were present as direct options in STK. The results of the power generation simulated
are illustrated in Table 3. The results show that the Sun horizon pointing mode generates
more power compared to the Nadir pointing mode. Hence, the Sun horizon pointing mode
is capable of providing sufficient power for the mission as illustrated in the power budget.

Table 3. Power and energy generated in different modes.

Pointing Mode Power (W) Energy (Wh)

Nadir 5.300 8.170

Sun horizon 10.12 15.60

Full Sun Tracking 13.19 20.33

The payload will operate most of the time during the tropical regions with a latitude
of −23◦ to +23◦. By using simulations to find the duration according to the orbit duration,
the results show it is approximately 50% of the orbit. All three ground stations will be
utilized to communicate with Light-1 and attain the payload and housekeeping data.
S− band transceiver is mainly used to download payload data. The UHF transceiver will
download the housekeeping data and transmit beacons. Beacon transmission will require
operating the transmitter around 6.2 min. The duty cycles of the S− band transceiver and
the UHF transceiver are computed based on the maximum access times to the ground
stations. Therefore, the maximum access time to Abu Dhabi ground station is 6.5 and
5.1 min for Vilnius and Aalborg ground stations, respectively. The access time of Vilnius
and Alborg ground station is less of that compared to the ground station in Abu Dhabi
since there is an overlap of the access time as they are close to each other. The power budget
of Light-1 is calculated by considering the power generation and consumption during
different modes of operation. Since the power generation was calculated from STK, the
next step was to compute the amount of power consumed during the different modes of
operation. In each mode of operation, different components will operate for a specific time
in the orbit, i.e., certain components will be switched off, others will operate for a certain
time during the orbit, while others will be operating throughout the orbit. Thus, the duty
cycle of each component was retrieved, along with the power consumption. Furthermore,
since the components might have different power consumption values, the highest power
consumption value was selected to account for the worst case when calculating the power
budget. Additionally, before computing the energy consumption, the components power
consumption was increased by 10% to account for the EPS losses that occur due to the
converter’s inefficiencies [4]. Table 4 represents the power budget of Light-1 during
different modes of operations with an assumption that the payload will operate throughout
the orbit, to account for the worst-case scenario. The power consumption during different
modes of operation is less than the energy generated by the solar panels. Thus, the EPS is
capable of sufficiently providing power for the mission.

4.4. Data Analysis

The housekeeping (HK) data generated by Light-1 is essential for monitoring the
health and status of the CubeSat. The data is collected and stored in the on-board memory
within a three-level data file structure. The first level includes a folder for each subsystem:
OBC, EPS, ADCS and COM, the second level is a subfolder created for the predefined vari-
ables, while the final level contains two types of files, i.e., actual data file and indexing file.
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Table 4. Power consumption of Light-1 during different modes.

Power Consumption (mW) Normal Mode Duty
Cycle (%)

Target Pointing Mode
Duty Cycle (%)

Safe Mode Duty
Cycle (%)

EPS 165.00 100 100 100

OBC 363.00 100 100 100

ADCS

Fine sun sensors 87.120 100 100 0

GPS antenna 16.500 100 100 0

GPS receiver 145.20 100 100 0

M6P
magnetorquers
(Rod)

935.00 0 8.60 0

X, Y-axis
magnetorquers 440.00 0 8.60 0

Z-axis
magnetorquers 429.00 0 8.60 0

4 reaction wheel
(steady) 660.00 100 100 100

COM

UHF TX 5808.0 6.70 13.7 6.70

UHF RX 254.10 100 100 100

S-band 5500.0 0 12.4 0

Payload 6490.0 100 100 0

Total Energy Consumption Per Orbit (mWh ) 13,209 15,072 2954.3

4.4.1. Actual Data File

The actual data file includes the variable values that are captured according to the
predefined interval. Three conditions to create a new file exist: a change in the collection
interval, OBC reset, or the file size reaching the threshold of 2 kB.

4.4.2. Indexing File

The file includes the timestamp where the actual data file has been created, along
with the collection interval. Previous missions MySat-1 and E-st@r-II followed a similar
data packet structure, where data retrieved was packet based; in other words, telemetry
data was collected at certain intervals and stored in one packet. For instance, the packet
size was 113 and 35 bytes long for E-st@r-II and MySat-1, respectively [5]. Another data
structure was implemented by AAUSats, where the packet format is in two packet length,
25 or 86 bytes long and distinguished by a one byte hexadecimal indicating a long or short
packet [6].

The advantage of the data structure design is to overcome difficulties related to
researching the data needed and mapping them to the actual collection time. The telemetry
data is either transmitted as beacon or as requested by the ground station. The beacons
include the CubeSat’s call sign, a counter for the OBC reset, the OBC uptime, OBC flags,
and one general housekeeping packet, having a total of 193 bytes.

The data analysis considered the communication with a ground station located in Abu
Dhabi, with minimum and average access time to simulate the minimum and average data
budget to ensure the total generated data of 1.04 MB/day is received by the ground station.
Table 5 shows a summary of the telemetry calculations with different UHF downlink rates.
It is noticeable that the total generated data cannot be transmitted fully in these two cases.
However, the data structure mentioned earlier allows data transmission based on priority
and makes it convenient to request certain data from any interval.
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Table 5. Light-1 data budget.

Total Downlinked Data Using Minimum Access Time

Downlink rate (bps) 1200 2400 4800 9600

Total download size ( MBday ) 0.060 0.110 0.230 0.450

Total Downlinked Data Using Average Access time

Downlink rate (bps) 1200 2400 4800 9600

Total download size ( MBday ) 0.120 0.250 0.490 0.980

4.5. Telemetry Analysis

Communication between the satellite and ground station may be affected by several
factors such as signal propagation, space radiation, data rates and modulation techniques.
Additionally, many signals are attenuated by amplifiers and antennas that work on increas-
ing gain and reducing noise level. However, many signals and data are still lost during
propagation. The link budget analysis accounts for all the gains and losses. The gains
and losses are accounted for starting from the transmitter going through the medium (free
space, fiber, or cable) until reaching the receiver using the equation below:

PRX = PTX + GTX + GRX − LTX − LFS − LFM − LRX , (2)

where

PRX = received power (dBm);
PTX = transmitter output power (dBm);
GTX = transmitter antenna gain (dBi);
GRX = receiver antenna gain (dBi);
LTX = transmitter feeder and connector losses (dB);
LFS = free space loss or path loss (dB);
LFM = many sided signal propagation losses (dB);
LRX = receiver feeder connector losses (dB).

Light-1 utilizes UHF frequency to uplink commands to the satellite and downlink
housekeeping data from the satellite. The UHF link budget for Light-1 is summarized in
Table 6. In the table, it can be seen that the uplink and downlink margin are averaged
to approximately 20, which is sufficient to create a clear linkage between the satellite
and the ground station. The calculation of the UHF link budget has followed the Eb/N0
margin method. The method utilizes the operational parameters information, the satellite’s
communication system information, and the ground station information to measure the
strength of the communication.

As CubeSats are evolving with new missions that require higher data rates, S−band
frequency is being used to download data. Light-1 is one such CubeSat. The directivity of
S−band patch antenna requires the calculations to be with respect to different elevation
angles, and consequently, different path distances as seen in Table 7. The table shows
the variation detected in the link budget margin with changes in the elevation angle of
the satellite. The downlink margin is found sufficient at elevation angles higher than 10◦,
which is satisfactory to establish clear communication between the ground station and the
satellite. Similar to the calculation of the UHF link budget, the S−band link budget has
followed the Eb/N0 margin method.
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Table 6. Light-1 UHF link budget.

Uplink Downlink

Maximum Distance (km) 2300

Frequency (MHz) 435

Data rate (bit/s) 2400

Bandwidth (Hz) 14,400

Transmitter power (dBW) 13.97 3.000

UHF Tx antenna gain (dBi) 12.24 −2.000

Cable losses (dB) 2.310 0.600

Total losses (dB) 156.2 156.14

UHF antenna gain (dBi) 2.030 12.90

Line losses (dB) 2.310 2.410

System Noise Temperature (K) 241.5 342.9

EIRP 23.90 0.400

System Eb/No 32.42 40.27

Required Eb/No 14.00 18.00

Margin (dB) 18.42 22.27

Table 7. Light-1 S− band link budget at the Vilnius ground station.

S-Band Downlink (Eb/No) Method

Calculating path distance

Earth radius (Km) 6371 6371 6371 6371 6371 6371 6371 6371

Orbit (Km) 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400

Elevation angle (◦) 0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60

Distance (Km) 2292.8 1803.8 1439.4 984.03 739.31 598.14 511.72 457.41

S-band transmitter specifications

Downlink Frequency (MHz) 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300

Data rate (bit/s) 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 128,000

Bandwidth (Hz) 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000 650,000

S-band Transmitter (dBW) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S-band antenna gain (dBi) 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Ground station specifications

S-band receiver gain 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

S-band antenna gain (dBi) 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31

Line Losses 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31 2.31

System Noise Temperature 230 170 161 156 154 154 154 153

Losses

Loss of polarization 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Atmospheric losses 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

Satellite Cable Losses 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Free Space Losses (dBi) 166.88 164.79 162.83 159.53 157.05 155.21 153.85 152.88
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Table 7. Cont.

S-Band Downlink (Eb/No) Method

Downlink margin

Satellite EIRP 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

Isotropic Signal @ GS −164.68 −162.59 −160.63 −157.33 −154.85 −153.01 −151.65 −150.68

G/T 5.07 6.38 6.62 6.75 6.81 6.81 6.81 6.85

Boltzmann’s Constant (dBi) −228.6 −228.6 −228.6 −228.6 −228.6 −228.6 −228.6 −228.6

Signal to noise power S/No 68.99 72.38 74.58 78.02 80.56 82.40 83.75 84.77

System Eb/No 17.91 21.31 23.51 26.95 29.49 31.33 32.68 33.69

Required Eb/No 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Margin 4.910 8.310 10.51 13.95 16.49 18.33 19.68 20.69

4.6. Attitude Determination and Control Analysis

Detumbling and pointing analysis simulations were performed using MATLAB. The
results of the detumbling and pointing analysis simulation performed using MATLAB
have been presented in this section.

4.6.1. Detumbling

This mode is used whenever the norm of the angular velocity is higher than 5 deg/s.
The common control law for this mode is the B-dot algorithm. The main idea is to use
the rate of change of magnetometer readings of the Earth’s magnetic field as a feedback
to the controller to produce the required torque from the magnetorquers and to counter
the undesired angular rates. Simulations for the algorithm were conducted to track the
time required for bringing up the norm of the angular velocity from a certain undesired
value to the desired 5 deg/s using the magnetorquers only. For the purpose of simulation,
the Earth’s magnetic field values were provided to the system from the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) [7]. The IGRF is a well-known mathematical model
that is provided in the north-east down (NED) reference of frame. Therefore, rotation
matrices are required to convert from NED to the Earth central inertial (ECI). Table 8 and
Figure 9 summarize one of the simulated cases, i.e., from 17.32 deg/s (10 deg/s on each
axis) to 5 deg/s.

Table 8. Input values used to run the detumbling simulation.

Input Value

Moment of Inertia (kg.m2)
[9.71 × 10−3, −2.80 × 10−5, −4.86 × 10−4;
−2.80 × 10−5, 6.56 × 10−2, 3.76 × 10−5;
−4.86 × 10−4, 3.76 × 10−5, 6.56 × 10−2]

Altitude (km) 400

Inclination (deg) 51.6

The result of the analysis showed that the time taken to derive the satellite’s norm
angular velocity from 17.32 to 5 deg/s is 40 min which is less than one orbit of 90 min.

4.6.2. Attitude Pointing Analysis

A proportional and derivative (PD) controller was simulated to control Light-1 in orbit
and to estimate the time Light-1 takes to change its attitude for pointing in Vilnius and
Aalborg. The worst desired attitudes for target pointing in Vilnius and Aalborg were found
by running a STK scenario, where the Euler angles were found for the life of 6 months.
Only three reaction wheels are simulated in the Simulink block. The magnetorquer was
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not included in the simulations to ensure that the reaction wheels are able to maneuver
and do not saturate. The environmental disturbances were assumed to be constant and
represent the highest possible environmental disturbances. Table 9 shows the input values
used to run the simulation, while Figures 10 and 11 show the quaternion response and
angular momentum response for the reaction wheels respectively for Aalborg and Vilnius.
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Table 9. Input values used to run pointing simulation.

Input Value
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[9.71 × 10−3, −2.80 × 10−5, −4.86 × 10−4;
−2.80 × 10−5, 6.56 × 10−2, 3.76 × 10−5;
−4.86 × 10−4, 3.76 × 10−5, 6.56 × 10−2]

Initial attitude (Quaternions) [1 0 0 0]

Desired attitude (Quaternions)

[0.0001 0.2754 0 0.9613] (Aalborg worst attitude
[0.2592 0.2592 0.0724 0.9276] (Vilnius worst attitude)

[0.2021 0.6959 0.2148 0.6548] (Full Sun tracking worst attitude)
[0.9924 0.0868 0.0868 0.0076] (Sun horizon worst attitude)

Proportional gain (Kp) 0.001

Derivative gain (Kd) 0.0055

Initial angular rate (deg/s) [0 0 0]

Environmental disturbances (Nm) [−3.0255 × 10−7 −3.5739 × 10−5 −3.2116 × 10−9]
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Figure 10. Quaternion response for (a) Vilnius and (b) Aalborg.

4.7. Finite Element Analysis

For a CubeSat to function properly, it is expected to withstand the harsh conditions
during launch in addition to the extreme thermal cycles while in orbit. During launch to
space, the CubeSat will be exposed to accelerations several times larger than the gravi-
tational acceleration in addition to extreme dynamic loads. The dynamic loads include
low and high frequency along with random vibrations. The failure of CubeSat caused by
vibrations during launch can result in damage of the CubeSat and the launch vehicle.

In this section, the focus is on the Light-1 assembly’s response to the quasi-static and
vibrational loads during launch. It is deemed necessary for a successful CubeSat mission
that the structure sustains these loads without failure. Therefore, it is necessary to predict
the response of the launch vehicle loads to avoid these possible failures. The commercially
available finite element software ABAQUS was used to conduct the structural analyses.
An analysis procedure similar to [8] was followed.
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Figure 11. Angular momentum of the reaction wheels for (a) Vilnius and (b) Aalborg.

4.7.1. 3D Model and Mesh

All analyses were conducted on the entire assembly, shown in Figure 12, which
included the frame, components, and payload. All switches, springs, screw, bolts, Sun
sensors, deployable, and suspensors were removed from the structure to simplify the 3D
model. Instead, a tie interaction between surfaces was added to replicate the nut and screw
functions. A simplified model of each subsystem was created to eliminate meshing errors.

The material used for the structure was Al 7075-T651, while stainless steel was used
for the rods and spacers between boards. The material properties can be seen in Table 10.
For the remaining components, the properties of the materials were characterized by their
densities. The mass was obtained from the component datasheets, and the volume was
obtained using CAD software. The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio values assigned
were that of FR4 material since it is the dominant material and also the lowest, thus
representing the worst-case scenario for stiffness.
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Table 10. Material properties [9–11].

Part Mass (g) Volume (cm3) Average Density (g/cm3) Young’s Modulus (MPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Frame - - 2.81 71,700 0.330

Rods - - 8.00 200,000 0.290

Spacers - - 8.00 200,000 0.290

Reaction wheels 642.00 177 3.62 24,000 0.136

Magnetorquers 205.00 94.3 2.17 24,000 0.136

S-band Receiver 190.00 102 1.87 24,000 0.136

GPS Receiver 50.000 38.4 1.30 24,000 0.136

EPS 194.00 53.2 3.65 24,000 0.136

On-board
Computer 103.21 29.5 3.50 24,000 0.136

Payload controller
PCB 53.380 23.9 2.23 24,000 0.136

Payload 1 1130.0 454 2.49 24,000 0.136

Payload 2 942.00 345 2.73 24,000 0.136

GPS patch antenna 36.000 6.35 5.67 24,000 0.136

S-band patch
antenna 60.900 27.1 2.25 24,000 0.136

A hexagonal element mesh was assigned to all rods and spacers, while a quadratic
tetrahedral element (C3D10) was assigned to all other components. Depending on the
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complexity of the part, the mesh size was chosen, which in ABAQUS, is characterized by
the size of the seeds.

4.7.2. Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions assigned to the model are based on the interaction between
the CubeSat and the Satellite Install Case of the J-SSOD inside the launch vehicle. The
CubeSat will be mounted in the J-SSOD. The boundary conditions were applied on the
model as specified by the JEM Payload Accommodation Handbook, which is constraining the
CubeSat in all directions at −Z face of the rails and exposing the CubeSat to a compression
force of 46.6 N at each face of the rails in the +Z direction [3]. This compression force
replicates that from the springs and the back plate on the structure. Figure 13 illustrates the
boundary conditions applied.
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4.7.3. Quasi-Static Analysis

Quasi-static load is independent of time as it varies slowly. In addition, 46.6 N
compression load will be applied on each rail at +Z. Table 11 shows the three cases
of loading.

The maximum von Mises stress on the satellite was found to be 41.46, 92.02, and
97.3 MPa in analyses A, B, and C, respectively. The maximum deflection on the satellite
was 0.027, 0.061, and 0.061 mm in analyses A, B, and C, respectively. Table 12 shows
the locations of the maximum von Mises stresses and maximum deformations in each
case. Stress levels on various parts of the satellite and deformations are displayed in
Figures 14–16. The margin of safety (MS) for the various components was computed using
a factor of safety (FOS) of 1.5 for yield strength (Fty) and 2.0 for ultimate strength (Ftu). The
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following equations were used to calculate the margin of safety. The results are shown in
Table 13. All the results were within the safety criteria as shown in the tables below.

MS =
allowable stress

maximum stress× FOS
− 1 ≥ 0, (3)

Table 11. Quasi-static analysis loads.

Load X axis Y axis Z axis

Analysis A

Compressive (N) - - 46.6

Static (G) 9 - -

Analysis B

Compressive (N) - - 46.6

Static (G) - 9 -

Analysis C

Compressive (N) - - 46.6

Static (G) - - 9

Table 12. Maximum stresses and deformations in each case.

Load Along X
Case A

Load Along Y
Case B

Load Along Z
Case C

Max Location Max Location Max Location

Von Misses
stresses (MPa) 41.16 reaction wheels

board 92.02 Al frame 97.3 Al frame

Deflection
(mm) 0.027 reaction wheels 0.061 Al frame 0.061 Al frame

4.7.4. Modal Analysis

The analysis in this section is concerned with the dynamic behavior of the structure
during launch. The first two natural frequencies were determined to ensure the first natural
frequency was above 100 Hz, as is in the requirement of the launcher [3]. The same 3D
model used in the quasi-static analysis was used for the modal analysis. According to the
obtained results, the frequency of the first mode was 167.87 Hz, which deems the CubeSat
structure robust since the frequency is greater than 100 Hz. The reaction wheels are the
parts that are deformed during the first mode. Similarly, in the second mode, the reaction
wheel is the most deformed part as shown in Figure 17.

4.8. Thermal Analysis

The objective of the thermal analysis is to ensure that all the electronics and the
structure are operating within their allowable temperature ranges throughout the entire
mission phase. The thermal analysis for Light-1 was conducted using the CubeSat Wizard,
a numerical tool based on MATLAB to estimate the evolution in certain orbital parameters
and calculate the heat fluxes [12]. It generates the expected temperature profile for any
given date for the CubeSat. The model is based on a single isothermal node approach and
considers the orbital parameters as well as the eclipse and the solar illumination cycles
on each surface of the CubeSat. In addition, the model includes the effects of the albedo
and Earth infrared heat fluxes. For a Nadir pointing attitude and based on the orbital
parameters and the CubeSat specifications, we were able to find the critical temperatures
by defining the worst hot and cold cases. The worst hot case corresponds to the day in
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which the average total heat flux from the Sun, albedo, and infrared are the maximum,
in which case the eclipse ratio is zero. Thus, the entire orbit will be exposed to sunlight.
In contrast, the worst cold case condition corresponds to the case in which the satellite
is operated on the day that has the lowest incoming average total heat flux in which the
orbit, in this case, is experiencing the maximum eclipse ratio. As a result, a large portion
of the orbit will be shadowed by the Earth. Table 14 summarizes the parameters used for
the thermal analysis, while the results of the two worst-cases are displayed in Table 15.
Figure 18 shows the temperature evolution of Light-1 overtime during the worst hot and
cold cases. The temperature is estimated to vary between 18 and 27 ◦C in the worst hot
case and between −21 and 23 ◦C in the cold case.
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Table 13. Factor of safety.

Part Material
Max Stress, Smax

(MPa)
Yield Strength

(MPa)
Ultimate Strength,

Ftu (MPa)

Yield Ultimate

Smax/Ftu <30 [%]MS ≥ 0
FOS = 1.5

MS ≥ 0
FOS = 2

Analysis A

Frame Al 7075-T651 34.93 502 585 8.580 7.370 5.970

Rod Stainless steel 11.83 205 515 10.55 20.77 2.290

Spacers Al 7075-T651 9.980 502 585 32.25 28.31 1.710

Reaction wheels
board FR-4 41.16 - 310 - 2.77 13.28

Analysis B

Frame Al 7075-T651 92.02 502 585 2.640 2.180 15.73

Rod Stainless steel 11.86 205 515 10.52 20.71 2.300

Spacers Al 7075-T651 12.19 502 585 26.45 22.99 2.080

Reaction wheels
board FR-4 72.08 - 310 - 1.130 23.25

Analysis C

Frame Al 7075-T651 97.30 502 585 1.860 2.010 16.63

Rod Stainless steel 11.83 205 515 10.55 20.77 2.290

Spacers Al 7075-T651 10.98 502 585 29.48 25.64 1.880

Reaction wheels
board FR-4 49.50 - 310 - 2.130 15.97
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Table 14. Light-1 thermal analysis parameters.

Parameter Value

Mass 5.22 kg

Inclination angle i = 51.6◦

Inclination angle i = 51.6◦

Surface area average emissivity, ε 0.8 [13]

Surface area average absorptivity, α 0.8 [13]

Specific heat, Cp 470 J/kg◦K

Albedo constant 0.3

Generated heat from the electronics 2 W

Planet temperature 288 ◦K
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Table 15. Thermal analysis worst case results.

Hot Case Cold Case

Estimated date 11-December-2021 26-May-2022

Beta angle −71.3◦ −0.27◦

Temperature 27 ◦C −21.0 ◦C
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5. Testing Plans

It is highly essential for a CubeSat to undergo various types of standard testing
procedures before launching into orbit to ensure the CubeSat is well-built to withstand the
space and launch environments. Thus, the two main testing protocols are the vibration
testing and thermal testing. The vibration testing is performed on the CubeSat to verify
the simulation results obtained from the CAD model and observe its state during launch,
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while the thermal testing is conducted to identify its performance when subjected to space
environment. Although the launcher does not require a thermal vacuum bake-out test
to be conducted on the flight model of the CubeSat, it will be performed on Light-1 as a
safety practice to monitor its performance. As a preliminary step in the testing, a random
vibration test and a thermal vacuum bake-out test will be conducted on a mass model of
Light-1. Before conducting each testing procedure, a pre- and post-functional test will be
performed on the CubeSat to determine if all the subsystems are functioning properly. The
testing procedure has been documented in this section.

5.1. Vibration Test

To ensure the CubeSat can withstand the cyclic loading of the launch condition and its
effect afterward, the CubeSat will be tested in a simulated launch environment. Vibration
tests include a pre-sine sweep followed by random vibration and then a post-sine sweep
vibration test on all three axes (X, Y and Z) of the CubeSat. The shaker machine setup,
which will be used to perform the vibration test, is a low-force shaker LDS V780. The
system used is an air-cooled based system, which uses an amplifier to provide amplification
for the accelerometer signals.

The same setup can be used to test Light-1 by inserting the model into a 3U test pod,
which will be attached to a head expander before mounting it on the shaker plate. For
CubeSat sizes greater than 1U, a head expander is needed to mount the test pod with
the CubeSat on the shaker due to clearance requirements between the shaker plate and
the vibrator structure. Figure 19 below illustrates the head expander and the 3U test pod
mounted on it that are manufactured at Khalifa University and will be used to perform the
vibration testing on Light-1.
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Figure 19. Test pod mounted on the head expander.

As per Figure 20, the test pod is mounted on one of the axes, which in the figure, is
the X− axis. Similarly, the test pod will be mounted on the other two axes and a series of
sine sweep and random vibrations will be performed. Figure 20 presents the sequence in
which the tests will be conducted on Light-1.

After performing the initial functional testing, the sine sweep and random vibration
tests will be conducted on the head expander alone, followed by the head expander
mounted with the test pod with the Light-1 model on all three axes. The sine sweep
vibration profile obtained from QB 50 is defined in Table 16 [14]. The low-level sine sweep
will help acquire the CubeSat’s modes of vibration, natural frequencies, damping and
mode shapes.
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Table 16. Low-level sine sweep test profile [3].

Frequency (Hz) Amplitude (G) Sweep Rate (Oct/min)

10–2000 0.5 1

Next, a random vibration will be conducted on the CubeSat using the applicable
testing profile based on mission requirements from JAXA. Possible random vibration
profiles from the satellite launchers are illustrated in Table 17. The random vibration test
on Light-1 will be performed using the HTV testing profile. After the random vibration,
another low-level sine sweep will be conducted, and the results obtained from the post-sine
sweep will be compared with the pre-sine sweep to observe for any frequency/mode
shifts. Finally, after completing all the necessary testing protocols, a functional test will be
performed to determine the health status of the CubeSat. If the health check is satisfactory
and the required vibration levels have been reached without damaging the CubeSat, the
vibration test will be deemed successful.

Table 17. Possible random vibration testing profiles [3].

HTV Dragon Cygnus

Frequency (Hz) PSD (g2/Hz) Frequency (Hz) PSD (g2/Hz) Frequency (Hz) PSD (g2/Hz)

20 0.005 20 0.02 20 0.004

50 0.02 200 0.02 30 0.004

120 0.031 2000 0.001 70 0.015

230 0.031 150 0.015

1000 0.0045 2000 0.0006

2000 0.0013 - - - -

Overall (grms) 4.05 Overall (grms) 3.2 Overall (grms) 2.44

Duration (s) 60 Duration (s) 60 Durations (s) 60

5.2. Thermal Vacuum Test

The purpose of the thermal vacuum (T-VAC) test is to simulate a space environment
to test whether the CubeSat can withstand thermal loading during a series of hot and cold
cycles. A thermal bake-out test is performed before shipping the CubeSat to the launcher to
remove any volatilities present on the CubeSat. The thermal vacuum test can identify and
expose design issues before components are assembled into larger systems. An HVC-3500
thermal vacuum system will be used to perform the T-VAC testing. Usually, the thermal
vacuum system operates at high temperatures ranging from −40 to 100 ◦C, where the
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system is prepared with a chiller system (LABFREEZ HRHC-635N) to keep the refrigerant
cooled during the cold cycles.

The different ranges in temperature shown in Table 18 shall be considered to perform
the T-VAC testing for different launch vehicles and conditions. These include the thermal
environment of the three possible JAXA launch vehicles [3] inside the ISS and outside the
ISS while still in the pod. A preliminary test profile from QB 50 [14] will be used to test
the mass model. An arbitrary soak time is assumed, which will be verified after the mass
model testing for the actual CubeSat test. In addition, the pressure input for the actual
CubeSat test will also be confirmed post the mass model testing.

Table 18. Light-1 thermal vacuum test conditions [3].

Thermal Test Environments Temperature Ranges (◦C)

HTV +5~+32

Dragon +18.3~+29.4

Cygnus +10~+46.1

Inside the ISS +16.7~+29.4

Outside the ISS (when the satellite is inside the J-SSOD) −15~+60

6. Conclusions

Light-1 is a 3U CubeSat designed to detect and monitor terrestrial gamma ray flashes.
The CubeSat will detect TGF events at the ISS orbit at microsecond time granularity,
allowing for an unprecedented definition of a TGF typical time structure. If successful,
Light-1 will be a pioneering CubeSat for future constellations of small satellites targeting
TGFs with extreme spatial and time resolution. The improved knowledge of TGF science
will also be beneficial for commercial and military airlines, preventing dangerous and
high intensity exposures. Orbital analysis conducted on the CubeSat shows that with the
preferred horizontal orientation and an effective drag area of 0.01 m2 as well as a lifetime of
2.2 years can be achieved, which is considerably greater than the required 6 months for the
mission. With the three ground stations in Abu Dhabi, Vilnius, and Aalborg, a collective
average access time of 37.14 min/day can be achieved, during which 50 MB of payload
data and a generated housekeeping data of 1.04 MB/day can be duly transmitted to the
ground stations. The telemetry analysis shows that the margin is closing, which enables
good communication with the ground station. A significant mass margin is available for
any design changes. Furthermore, the power budget shows a sufficient power profile that
can accommodate additional power requirements for CubeSat functioning if required. The
attitude determination and control analysis show satisfactory performance of the ADCS
system that meets the mission requirements. Finite element analysis conducted shows
that the CubeSat can withstand launch conditions and meets the minimum criteria for
safety. Finally, the results of the thermal analysis concluded that Light-1 can withstand
extreme temperature conditions, i.e., complete sunlight and complete eclipse. Light-1 is
currently in its assembly stage and is expected to launch in late 2021 from the International
Space Station.
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